CPA Annual Meeting Agenda/Minutes
(1) Welcome from the Chair (5 minutes)
a. Present: Vickie R.; Lorri R.; Jessica W.; Marrissa B.; Hank S.; Katalin S.; Volodymyr S.; Eric
O.; Jane R.; Marvin M.; Thomas T.; Cor B.; Jim C.
(2) Section Finances, account balances - Volodymyr Slyvka (5 minutes)
a. Three points
i. The current balance is $5009 – increased by $325 since Jan 2019 – 65 people
registered as members.
ii. New process of getting reimbursed – each section managed independently
before. Now the CPA all requests go to financial department and they make the
payments.
iii. MJW paper: Section has student paper award. 3 committee members evaluate
the student presentations. People are needed to evaluate the student
presentations. Jim will follow up with two attendees and set up the adjudication
committee.
iv. Thomas Teo asked about royalties that should be deposited. Jim will check to
make sure that they are going to the division and not the CPA in general.
(3) Future of HPP: Should we remain a section of CPA? (20 minutes)
a. In general, the attendees are in favour of remaining in CPA. The rationale is that CPA is
expensive but it is important for people with graduate students. Graduate students all
joined CPA and been members of the section. Not sure if students would see the value
of belonging if we did our own thing. The CPA is a governing body for psychologists and
so it is important to remain engaged. CPA is also an avenue to recruit new people to the
discipline.
b. The issue that emerges is to ensure that the HPP section of CPA remains active. There
were some initiatives proposed:
i. Enhance and develop inter-section collaboration. People can be influenced by
historical and philosophical psychology while being in other sections. There are
also spaces for the executive to reach out to other sections.
1. Action: next year’s conference coordinator will reach out to other
sections. The chair will reach out to other chairs that have related
interests.
ii. Develop a new initiative that reflects a national meeting of HPP. It was
suggested that we consider a biannual system where the HPP put efforts
towards attending CPA in years that alternate with ISTP (even numbered years:
efforts to attending CPA; odd number years: quieter promotion because people
will be going to ISTP). This initiative includes reaching out to ISTP about possibly
functioning as an oversight body of local national representation.
1. Action: Someone will need to come forward to coordinate a national
cost-effective conference in 2021. Jim and Lorrie will bring the idea of
an oversight organizing body to the ISTP.
iii. Engage in the bureaucracy of CPA. Remaining in CPA carries with it an obligation
to the members and the executive especially. We will need to engage in the
bureaucracy of HPP and do some promotion.
1. Action: Cor will write the first draft of a paragraph outlining what HPP is
about and how it stands in relation to psychology, which can be used as

a base for promotional material. Jim will look into ways that there can
be promotional work done, which includes connecting with other
sections that have done some work. Marissa and Eric will look into the
cost of a web site developer and Jim will look into how the HPP site
hosted by CPA can be utilized.
2.
c. Marvin MacDonald: Inter-division system and common problem with lack of history &
theory. Meet independently and engage in system/structure of CPA. People are in other
sections.
d. Hank Stam: Section form 32 years ago in 1987.
e. Marissa Barnes: Seems like a natural fit for CPA because we are Canadian and want to
stay connected. There may be a disconnect because there are competing interests.
People are members of different divisions and faculty have competing interests for
faculty. There is something about the CPA pathway that needs to be considered. Two
issues: (1) leading students to HPP and (2) that there be something there.
f. Thomas Teo: Transformation of psychology as a discipline. People are becoming more
and more marginalized who are closer to humanities. It is worth maintaining a section in
CPA. The second question is: How do we make sure that CPA-HPP stays active? Example,
we could go every other year and alternate with ISTP. Another issue: can ISTP become
some kind of head organization within which different national organizations organize
themselves. Maintain the division within CPA but what to do about it.
g. Lorrie Radtke: We should stay within CPA but it is a way to recruit new people. When
you are part of a larger organization, sometimes people wander into talks and we meet
new people. Participation in CPA depends on where the conference is being held. A
number of suggestions seem good: collaboration is good. A formal linkage to ISTP would
be a good idea.
h. Cor Baerveldt: Ambivalent relationship with CPA. CPA does represent the larger
professional society in Canada. There will be ebbs and flows. It is good to remind the
CPA that there is HPP work. There is an opportunity for collaboration between sections.
If people stay away from CPA, that is the reality.
i. Marissa Barnes: what about repercussions? Perhaps we could put resources into new
efforts.
j. Cor Baerveldt: could start a new initiative. Is there something missing? There are some
things that we can do only in CPA. We need good communication with CPA. We can
follow the WCTP model that can be extended to the rest of Canada. Maintain our
presence at CPA. Representation at CPA is important.
k. Marissa Barnes: Initiative. There are people with common interests. The time that we
spend together can be discussed. People there to work together on a project.
l. Jessica White: Faculty bring people on board and we increase graduate participation.
Funding is an issue. Won’t have continuity of students with every other year model.
m. Jane Rose: some small simple things to increase participation.
n. Next Steps:
i. Remain in CPA.
ii. Engage in bureaucratic structure.
1. Cor: will write the first draft.
2. Chair: Do promotional material. Find out about the web site.
iii. Engage in partnership with other sections.

iv. Marissa & Eric Investigate Web Site development
v. New initiative: engage with ISTP about a an every-second year national
endeavor.
(4) Election of new and vacant positions (Chair, Chair-elect, Conference Coordinator, Student
position) (15 minutes)
a.
b. Send out request

CPA Program
Friday May 31 – Atlantic Suite Theatre
-

-

-

-

10:00-10:30 – Hank Stam
o “Does the history of psychology still have a future? Don’t worry, be happy”
10:30-11:00 – Volodymyr Slyvka
o “Theoretical Prerequisites for the Body-Oriented Method in Psychology”

5:15-5:45 – Charles P. Chen
o “Person-Environment Interaction in Career Psychology”
5:45-6:15 – Lisa A. Best
o “The use of visual inscriptions: Disciplinary differences in graph, table, and illustration
use”
6:15-6:45 – Jordan Schoenherr
o “Heterarchical Structures in the Values and Ethics of Psychology: A Problematic
Pluralism?”
6:45-8:00 – Section Business Meeting – CANCELED

Saturday June 1 - Atlantic Suite Theatre
-

-

2:45-3:15 - Bilal Afsin
o “Yes, Perhaps All Psychologies are Indigenous Psychologies, But Imperfectly”
3:15-3:45 - Donna Varga
o “Other than us: The colonialist legacy of developmental psychology in popular culture”
3:45-4:15 - John Connors
o “William Robert Nelson “Buck” Blair (1915-1990): Innovator in Canadian Psychology

4:45-5:15 - Sarah Feige
o “Living with student debt: A phenomenological investigation”
5:15-5:45 - 45069 Jessica White
o “Examining academic literature on the use of IUDs: A feminist health psychology
approach”

